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The influence of electromechanical power on the power system is controlled in order to
stabilize the power system. The author establishes a fourth-order power system model
with a power disturbance term based on the dissipative property; the possibility of the
existence of a system chaotic attractor is analyzed using the Lyapunov exponent
spectrum, bifurcation diagram, phase diagram, spectral entropy, etc., and the
influence of the power disturbance term on the motion state of the system is studied.
It can be seen that under the influence of the disturbance frequency, the system will exhibit
sufficient dynamic behavior. The parameters of the power disturbance term are more
sensitive to the influence of the system power angle, and when the disturbance amplitude
reaches a certain value, the power angle will increase sharply, and eventually the system
will become unstable. The experimental results show that when controller parameters c1 �
c2 � 60 are selected, thenτ = 0.01, η = 0.3, and ε = 0.001. Moreover, when two groups of
different control objectives r = 1.2 + 0.1 sin(t) and r = 1.2 are chosen, it can be clearly seen
that the power angle δ in the system is very unstable before the controller is connected and
the fluctuations are large and irregular, whereas after the controller is added for 150 s, the
power angle δ tends to become stable, the fluctuation range becomes small and regular,
and the system has almost no chattering. In order to reflect the superiority of the author’s
control method, under the same parameter conditions, the symbolic function θ(s) �
sgn(s) is used as a switching function of the controller and the tracking control numerical
simulation is carried out for the same control objectives r = 1.2 + 0.1 sin(t) and r = 1.2. The
controller that adopts the relay characteristic function θ(s) � s

s+|ε| as a switching function
has a better control effect and the system is smooth and stable without chattering.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Chaos is the seemingly randommotion that occurs in deterministic systems. It is the main direction of
nonlinear research and generally exists in all macroscopic and microscopic systems of the universe
(Wang et al., 2017). At present, chaos theory has penetrated mathematics, physics, chemistry,
electronics, information science, biology, geology, meteorology, and cosmology, as well as
economics and human brain science, and almost all natural and humanistic fields such as music,
art, and sports. Therefore, the chaos theory has a high theoretical research value and practical
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application value (Bi et al., 2016). The power system is a dynamic
system with strong coupling, high nonlinearity, and multiple
parameters. Its dynamic behavior exhibits many complex
nonlinear electromechanical oscillation phenomena. When the
system is running normally, it exhibits periodic oscillation (Hou
et al., 2021). With the rapid development of large-scale power
systems characterized by large units and ultra-high voltage grids,
there is a potential threat to the safe operation of the system.
Various emergencies and uncertain factors cause continuous and
irregular oscillations of the system operating parameters, and chaos
often occurs in the actual operation of the power system. In severe
cases, the power system may become unstable or even collapse,
thereby causing large-scale power outages. The control strategies
are aimed at precise integer-ordermathematical models, and, in the
actual power system, are influenced by external factors and the
nature of the system itself. There are uncertainties in system
parameters and external disturbances; in particular, new energy
and distributed generation are increasingly being introduced into
the grid, which further increases the uncertainty of the power
system (Wang et al., 2019). These uncertainties easily cause chaotic
oscillation of the system and seriously affect the stability of the
power system (Zhao and Kamwa, 2020). On the other hand,
integer-order systems are approximate idealizations of
fractional-order systems. The fractional-order power systems are
mainly based on chaotic synchronization. In particular, there is less
research on chaos control under uncertain factors, there are not
many researches based on chaos control. Figure 1 shows the
physical model of power oscillation. Therefore, for integer-order
and fractional-order power system models, considering the
influence of internal parameters and uncertain factors of the
system, it is necessary to study the chaos control strategy. This
will provide the scientific basis and reference data for early warning
and processing of the power system’s chaotic oscillation. Relative to
the relationship between the state variables of the system and input
variables, for a linear system that satisfies the superposition

principle, the nonlinear system is a kind of irregular motion
and is ubiquitous in nature, with the most important motion
behavior being the chaotic motion (Preece and Milanovic, 2016).
The definition of chaos has not yet reached a consensus in the
industry and its expression is complex, with disorder and
irregularity; it is often manifested as a nonlinear system under
certain conditions and exhibits unpredictable phenomena. It is a
manifestation of the fusion of variability and immutability, the
presence or absence of sequences or rules. Chaotic motion is
neither an invisible phenomenon nor a phenomenon that can
be seen by the naked eye. It can be observed only with the help of
advanced instruments. It is ubiquitous in the motion state of all
things in the universe, and this phenomenon can be observed every
day in life (Banerjee et al., 2018; Luo et al., 2020). For example, from
the lit blue smoke that suddenly tumbles irregularly after rising and
finally dissipates, to the calm stock market that becomes suddenly
chaotic because of a stock change, and also the sputtering of water
droplets, whose state trajectory is a chaotic phenomenon. Since the
1960s, there have been more and more studies on chaos. It has
developed into a very huge discipline system, radiating to physics,
economics, finance, meteorology, biology, sociology and other
disciplines. At present, the research of various chaos theories
will affect the development of modern discipline system,
radiation to physics, economics and finance, meteorology,
biology, sociology, and other disciplines, and now, every kind of
chaos theory research will affect the further development of this
modern disciplinary system.

The author proposes a study on the chaotic oscillation control
model of the power system under electromechanical power
disturbance and establishes a fourth-order power system
model with a power disturbance term based on the dissipative
property; the possibility of the existence of a system chaotic
attractor is analyzed using the Lyapunov exponent spectrum,
bifurcation diagram, phase diagram, spectral entropy, etc., and
the influence of the power disturbance term on the motion state

FIGURE 1 | Physical model of power oscillation.
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of the system is studied. It can be seen that under the influence of
the disturbance frequency, the system will exhibit sufficient
dynamic behavior. The parameters of the power disturbance
term are more sensitive to the influence of the system power
angle, and when the disturbance amplitude reaches a certain
value, the power angle will increase sharply and eventually the
system will become unstable.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

In response to this research problem, Liu et al. (2017) proposed
the scientific concept of chaos, which is an important
achievement in nonlinear science in recent years. Zhang
et al. (2015) proposed a method to calculate the Lyapunov
index of a system from a time series, moving chaos research
from the theoretical stage to the practical application stage.
Errouissi et al. (2017) proposed the OGY control method.
Since then, researchers have continued to discover new chaotic
systems and hyperchaotic systems, and chaos control has
become a new hot spot in chaos research. Besselmann et al.
(2016) established a simple power system model and proved
that the system will exhibit chaotic oscillation. Mishra et al.
(2021) studied in detail the case of considering and ignoring
the damping winding, a bifurcation phenomenon in a three-
node power system. Since then, the research on chaos control
of power system has sprung up. As the world's largest energy
producer and consumer, China's goal is the safe and stable
operation of power system, which further promotes the in-
depth study of power system control theory. Based on a simple
interconnected power system model, Shen et al. (2020)
analyzed the chaos generation mechanism of a three-
parameter system. Zhang et al. (2020) focused on the
analysis of its chaotic phenomenon for the classical
generator rocking equation. Mousakazemi (2019) studied
the chaotic phenomenon of a power system under different
instability modes, and, for the first time, two kinds of
instability phenomena were found in the ruptured state of
the chaotic limit cycle: system angular instability as well as
simultaneous voltage and angular instability. Qin et al. (2018)
reviewed several bifurcation phenomena in power systems and
introduced the application of the chaos theory in short-term
load forecasting of power systems. Wang et al. (2020) adopted
a nonlinear feedback control method, an active feedback
control method, and control research on fractional-order
power system chaos. Overbye and Klump (2015) used the
fuzzy sliding mode control method to suppress the chaos of
the power system and reduce chattering to a certain extent.
The authors proposed a study on the chaotic oscillation
control model of a power system under electromechanical
power disturbance, established a fourth-order power system
model with a power disturbance term based on the dissipative
property, analyzed the possibility of the existence of a system
chaotic attractor using the Lyapunov exponent spectrum,
bifurcation diagram, phase diagram, spectral entropy, etc.,
and studied the influence of the power disturbance term on
the motion state of the system, where it can be seen that under

the influence of the disturbance frequency, the system will
exhibit sufficient dynamic behavior. The parameters of the
power disturbance term are more sensitive to the influence of
the system power angle, and when the disturbance amplitude
reaches a certain value, the power angle will increase sharply
and eventually the system will become unstable. The
experimental results show that when the controller
parameters c1 � c2 � 60 are selected, then τ = 0.01, η = 0.3,
and ε = 0.001. Moreover, when two groups of different control
objectives r = 1.2 + 0.1 sin(t) and r = 1.2 are selected, it can be
clearly seen that in a system before the controller is connected,
the power angle δ is very unstable, the fluctuation range is
large, and there is no regularity. However, after the controller
is added for 150 s, the power angle δ tends to become stable, the
fluctuation range becomes small and regular, and the system
has almost no chattering. The system is smooth and stable
without chattering.

3 METHODS

3.1 System Modeling
The output voltage Efd of the excitation controller is constrained
by the controller, according to the magnitude of the input voltage
Efdr that varies within the finite interval [Efdmin, Efdmax], and
the system equation can be described as

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

_δ � 2πf0ω

_ω �
−dω + pm − E′V0

x′d + x
sin δ

2H

_E′ �
− xd + x

X′d +X
E′ + xd − x′d

X′d +X
cos δ + Efd

T′d0

_Efdr �
−KA(V − Vref) − (Efdr − Efd0)

TA

. (1)

In the above equation, δ is the power angle of the generator, ω is
the angular frequency of the generator, f0 is the fundamental
frequency of the synchronous motor, M is the inertia of the
generator rotor, d is the damping factor, pm is the generator of the
input power, pG is delivered by the electromagnetic power of the
generator, x is the reactance of the transmission line, xd is the
reactance of the generator, x′d is the transient reactance of the
generator, T′d0 is the time constant of the generator stator
winding, Efd is the excitation voltage, V0 is the infinite
voltage, and V is the terminal voltage of the generator and can
be expressed as

V � 1
x + x′d

��������������������������(x′d + xE′ cos δ)2 + (xE′ sin δ)2√
. (2)

In the power system, the excitation link of the terminal amplitude
limiting method is generally used to protect the equipment of the
system, and the output voltage Efd of the excitation controller is
expressed as
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Efd �
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

Efdmax, Efdr >Efdmax

Efdr, Efdmin ≤Efdr ≤Efdmax

Efdmin, Efdr <Efdmin

. (3)

When the input voltage Efdr is in the interval [Efdmin, Efdmax],
the output voltage Efd � Efdr (Ramanathan and Vittal, 2015),
and whenEfdr exceeds the output upper limit (or lower limit), the
output voltage Efd remains at the upper limit Efdmax (or lower
limit Efdmin) and no longer changes with Efdr, until Efdr returns
to the range of the interval [Efdmin, Efdmax] (Liu et al., 2016).

The parameter values are shown in Table 1. The dissipation
characteristics of Equation (1) can be calculated as shown in
Equation (4):

∇V � z _δ

zδ
+ z _ω

zω
+ z _E′
zE′ +

z _Efdr

zEfdr

� − d

2H
−

xd + x

x′d + x
T′d0

− 1
TA

� − d

10
− 7
6
.

(4)

Corresponding to time t, V is always shrinking during the
movement, as shown in Equation (5). This shows the
possibility of the existence of chaotic attractors in the system.

V(t) � V(0)e
−( d

10+7
6)t

. (5)
At the same time, by substituting the system parameter values in
Table 1, the algebraic equation shown in Equation 6 can be
obtained (Stankovic et al., 2015).

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 � 120πω

0 �
−dω + pm − E′

0.4 + 0.5
sin δ

10

0 �
− 1 + 0.5
0.4 + 0.5

E′ + 1 − 0.4
0.4 + 0.5

cos δ + Efd

10

0 � −Ka(v − 1.05) − (Efdr − 2)

. (6)

Among these, the output voltage Efd is expressed as

Efd �
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

5, Efdr > 5
Efdr, 0≤Efdr ≤ 5
0, Efdr < 0

. (7)

The voltage V is expressed as

V � 1
0.5 + 0.4

·
�����������������������������(0.4 + 0.5E′ cos δ)2 + (0.5E′ sin δ)2√

. (8)

By setting a set of system parameters d = 0.5, pm � 1.3,
andKA � 150, and substituting them into Equation (6) for
iterative calculation, a set of equilibrium points can be
obtained: (δ,ω, E′, Efdr) � (1.0409, 0, 1.3559, 1.9229).
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

_δ � 2πf0ω

_ω � 1
2H

( − dω + pm − E′V0

x′d + x
sin δ − pe cos(2πf1t) sin δ + pk cos(2πf2t))

_E′ �
− xd + x

x′d + x
E′ + xd − x′d

x′d + x
cos δ + Efd

T′d0

_Efdr �
−KA(V − Vref) − (Efdr − Efd0)

TA

.

(9)

To set the simulated environment parameters, system parameters
D = 2, Pm = 1.2,Ka = 190 and the disturbance term parameters pe =
0.2, f1 = 0.2, pk = 0, f2 = 0 are selected; at this time, the system
behaves in a state of random chaotic oscillation. In order to suppress
the chaotic oscillation phenomenon, a controller to observe the
control effect after the system runs for 150 s is added. Here, the
controller parameters c1 � c2 � 60, τ = 0.01, η = 0.3, and ε = 0.001
are selected. Then, two groups of different control objectives r = 1.2 +
0.1 sin(t) and r = 1.2 are chosen to control the effect.

3.2 Influence of the Power Disturbance
Term on the System
We will substitute (δ,ω, E′, Efdr) � (1.0409, 0, 1.3559, 1.9229) as
the initial value of the system into Equation 9 for iterative
operation (Silva et al., 2017). Using the bifurcation diagram,
Lyapunov exponent spectrum, and phase diagram, the effects
of these four parameters on the evolution process of the state
attractor of the system are shown respectively (Silva et al., 2017).

3.2.1 Disturbance Amplitude pe

The presence of the electromagnetic disturbance term may cause
the system to appear ultra-high voltage, which affects the stable
operations of the system, therefore it is necessary to study the
electromagnetic disturbance term. When pk � 0, f2 � 0Hz, and
f1 � 0.2Hz are selected and when pe ∈ (0, 0.2255), the pe

bifurcation diagram and Lyapunov exponent spectrum of the
system are obtained (Alam et al., 2020).

When pe ∈ (0, 0.1256), the two largest Lyapunov exponents
(LEs) of the system within the parameter range are kept close to
0 at the same time, that is, the distribution of the LE value of the
system in this range is (0,0,-,-,-) by the LE value and the bifurcation
diagram. The specific value of LE at the boundary point pe � 0.1256
of the quasi-periodic state and the chaotic state of the system is

TABLE 1 | System parameter values.

Parameter name Numerical value

Synchronous motor fundamental frequency (f0) 60
Transmission line reactance (X) 0.4
Generator dynamic reactance (xd ) 1
Excitation limiter voltage reference (Efd0) 2
Equivalent moment of inertia (h) 4.9
Generator transient reactance (x′d ) 0.4
Bus voltage reference (Vref ) 1.05
Excitation limiter voltage minimum (Efdmin) 0
Infinite bus voltage (V0) 1
Generator stator time constant (T ′d0) 10
Excitation time constant (TA) 1
Excitation limiter voltage max. (Efdmax) 5
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(0,0,−0.0944,−0.2502,−1.1088). When pe continues to increase
beyond 0.1256, the maximum LE of the system will also increase
rapidly and becomes greater than 0, and the system motion realizes
the transition process from quasi-periodic to chaotic. In the range of
pe ∈ (0.1256, 0.2255), the maximum LE of the system is greater
than 0; combined with the bifurcation diagram, it can be seen that
the system is running in a chaotic motion state (Dong et al., 2018).
Equation 9 cannot be in a stable state for a long time and causes
voltage collapse under excessive disturbance. Table 2 gives the LE
and operating states of the system for some pe values.

3.2.2 Electromagnetic Disturbance Frequency f1

Frequency, another important parameter of power disturbance,
will also directly affect the motion state of the power system.
Without considering the load disturbance and choosing in the
range of f1 ∈(0.7780,0.8205) ∪ (0.8740,0.9315), the maximum LE
is greater than 0, indicating that the system is moving in a chaotic
state. When f1 ∈(0,0.7780) ∪ (0.9315,2), both the largest and
second-largest LEs of the system tend to 0, and it can be seen from
the bifurcation diagram that the system is in a quasi-periodic
motion state at this time. The change in the motion state of the
system from periodic to chaotic corresponds to the above
analysis. The corresponding system LEs and operating states
of some f1 values are shown in Table 3.

3.2.3 Load Disturbance Amplitude pk

The presence of load disturbances may cause problems such as
harmonics and voltage fluctuations that impair power quality and
threaten the stability of the power system; therefore, it is
necessary to study the load disturbance term. Without
considering the electromagnetic disturbance, pe = 0, f1 = 0,
and f2 = 0.2 are selected. The bifurcation graph and Lyapunov
exponent spectrum of the system are obtained with respect to pk

when pk ∈(0,0.2555). In the range of pk ∈(0, 0.1370), both the
maximum LE and the second-largest LE of the system are close to
0 and the system is now in a quasi-periodic motion state. When
pk ∈ (0.1370, 0.2055), the maximum LE of the system remains 0,
the next largest LE is less than or equal to 0, and the system runs
in a periodic state and the number of cycles is large; however,

when pe is changed in the above, no trace of periodic motion is
found. When pk ∈(0.2055,0.2555), the maximum LE of the
system within the parameter range is obviously positive; at
this time, the motion state of the system is in a typical chaotic
state. And when the pk value exceeds 0.2555, the system will
collapse due to the phenomenon of power angle divergence due to
excessive disturbance. Table 4 shows the LE and operating states
of the system for some pk values.

3.2.4 Load Disturbance Frequency f2

Similar to the above analysis method, without considering
electromagnetic disturbance, pk = 0.02, pe = O, and f1 = 0 are
chosen, and the bifurcation graph and Lyapunov exponent spectrum
of the system are obtained with respect to f2 when f2 ∈(0,2).

When compared to the situation of changing A, changing B
brings about similar changes to the system and there are only a
fewminor differences.Whenf2 is in the range of (0.7615, 0.8130)
∪ (0.8855, 0.9575), the maximum LE of the system is greater than
0, which shows that the motion state of the system is chaotic.
When f2 ∈(0.7135,0.7615) ∪ (0.8130,0.8855) ∪ (1.2565,1.2775) ∪
(1.6820,1.7040), the maximum LE of the system is 0 and the rest
of the LEs are obviously less than 0; when f2 ∈(0,0.7135) ∪
(0.9575,1.2565) ∪ (1.2775,1.6820) ∪ (1.7040,2), the two largest LE
values in the system approach 0 at the same time, which means
that the system operates in a quasi-periodic state within this
parameter range. From the phase diagrams of the system at f2 =
0.75 and f2 = 0.90, it can be clearly seen that the motion state of
the system changes from periodic to chaotic, corresponding to the
above analysis. The corresponding system LEs and operating
states of some f2 values are shown in Table 5.

4 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The system parameters D = 2, Pm = 1.2, and Ka = 190 and the
disturbance term parameters pe = 0.2, f1 = 0.2, and pk = 0, f2 = 0
are selected; at this time, the system behaves in a state of random

TABLE 2 | LE and system status at different pe values.

pe LE System operating status

0.1237 (0,0,−0.0646,−0.2723,−1.0364) Quasi-period
0.2250 (0.07620,−0.0217,−0.2882,−0.570) Chaos

TABLE 3 | LE and system states at different f1 values.

f1 LE System operating status

0.4200 (0,−0.0469,−0.0491,−0.2336,−1.0371) Cycle
0.8000 (0.0838,0,−0.0329,−0.2612.−1.1564) Chaos
0.8500 (0,−0.0517,−0.1310,−0.1389,−1.0451) Cycle
0.9000 (0.0773,0,−0.0196−0.2138,−1.2107) Chaos
1.2680 (0,−0.0266,−0.1972,−0.2050,−0.9380) Cycle

TABLE 4 | LE and system status at different pk values.

pk LE State of motion

0.0903 (0,0,−0.1003,−0.2182,−1.0739) Quasi-period
0.1703 (0,−0.0628,−0.1287,−0.2227,−0.9660) Cycle
0.2180 (02167,0,−0.1242,−0.2461,−1.0505) Chaos

TABLE 5 | LE and system status at different f2 values.

f2 LE Operating status

0.5000 (0,0,−0.0686,−0.4534,−0.8472) Quasi-period
0.7500 (0,−0.0620,−0.0724,−0.1066,−1.1257) Cycle
0.8000 (0.0637,0,−0.0274,−0.2505,−1.1525) Chaos
0.8500 (0,−0.1122,−0.1144,−0.1686,−0.9716) Cycle
0.9000 (0.1004,0,−0.0281,−0.2503,−1.1887) Chaos
1.2700 (0,−0.1305,−0.1636,−0.1679,−0.9047) Cycle
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chaotic oscillation. In order to suppress the chaotic oscillation
phenomenon, a controller to observe the control effect after the
system runs for 150 s is added. Here, the controller parameter
c1 � c2 � 60, with τ = 0.01, η = 0.3, and ε = 0.001, is selected.
Choosing two groups of the different control objectives r = 1.2 +
0.1 sin(t) and r = 1.2 controls the effect. The results are shown in
Figures 2, 3. It can be clearly seen that the power angle δ in the
system is very unstable before the controller is connected, the
fluctuations are large and irregular, and after adding the
controller for 150 s, the power angle δ tends to become stable,
the fluctuation range becomes small and regular, and the system
has almost no chattering.

The symbolic function θ(s) � sgn(s) with the tracking control
numerical simulation is carried out for the same control
objectives r = 1.2 + 0.1 sin(t) and r = 1.2, and the simulation

results are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5, respectively.
Obviously, the controller using the relay characteristic function
θ(s) � s

s+|ε| as the switching function has a better controlling effect
and the system is smooth and stable without chattering. While
using the conventional sign function as the switching function,
although a good control effect can be obtained, the system
chattering is obvious and the chattering frequency is high; at
the same time, due to the severe chattering phenomenon, the
numerical simulation takes a long time and the amount of data
is large.

5 CONCLUSION

This article proposes a chaotic oscillation control model of the
power system under electromechanical power interference.

FIGURE 2 | Sliding mode control with target trajectory r = 1.2 + 0.1 sin(t).

FIGURE 3 | Sliding mode control with target trajectory r = 1.2.

FIGURE 4 | Sliding mode control of target trajectory r = 1.2 + 0.1 sin(t)
using a sign function.

FIGURE 5 | Sliding mode control with a sign function for the target
trajectory r = 1.2.
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The author proposes a study on the chaotic oscillation control
model of a power system under electromechanical power
disturbance. By establishing a fourth-order power system
model with a power disturbance term, the Lyapunov
exponent, bifurcation diagram, and spectral entropy are
analyzed and the influence of the power disturbance term
on the motion state of the power system is discussed. The
simulation results show that the controller can quickly and
smoothly suppress the chaotic oscillation of the system, and at
the same time, it can effectively avoid the chattering problem
and has strong robustness. Chaos control is one of the frontiers
of nonlinear research, and the systematization and control
methods of the chaos theory still need to be improved. Second,
the majority of researchers should consider the engineering
realization of chaos control. A large number of simulation
experiments have theoretically proved the effectiveness of the
control strategy but there is still a certain distance from being

widely used in engineering applications. Therefore,
researchers have to conduct in-depth research and
engineering experiments and use interdisciplinary research
methods for referencing to form practical research results.
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